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Abstract

This paper establishes the polynomial iteration-complexity bounds
of the well known algorithms for linear programming, namely the short-
step path-following algorithm of Kojima et al., carry over to the context
of SDLCP.
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1 Introduction

Alizadeh [1] extends Yeprojective potential reduction algorithm for LP to SDP
and argues that many known interior point algorithms for LP can also be
transformed into algorithms for SDP in a mechanical way. Since then many
authors have proposed interior-point algorithms for solving the SDP problems
and SDLCP, including Monteiro [2], Monteiro and Zhang [3,4],Zhang [5]. Most
of these more recent works are concentrated on primal-dual algorithms.

2 The SDLCP problem and preliminary dis-

cussion

This section describes the SDLCP problem and the corresponding assump-
tions. It also contains some notations and terminology that are used through-
out our presentation. Semidefinite linear complementarity problems (SDLCP)
determines a matrix pair (X, S) ∈ Sn × Sn satisfying

(X, S) ∈ F , X � 0, Y � 0, X • Y = 0. (1)
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Here F is an n(n + 1)/2-dimensional affine subspace of Sn × Sn. We call
(X, S) ∈ F with X � 0 and Y � 0 a feasible solution of the SDLCP (1) and
(X, S) ∈ F with X � 0 and Y � 0 an interior feasible solution of the SDLCP
(1) denoted by F+ and F++, respectively.

Throughout our presentation, we assume that
[A1] F is monotone, that is (X1 −X2)• (S1−S2) ≥ 0 for any (X1, S1) ∈ F

and (X2, S2) ∈ F .
[A2] F++ is nonempty.
Under assumptions [A1] and [A2], it is known that problem (1) has at least

one solution. Since for (X, S) ∈ Sn
+ × Sn

+, we have X • Y = 0 if and only if
XY = 0, problem (1) is equivalent to find a pair (X, S) such that

(X, S) ∈ F+, XS = 0.

It has been shown by Kojima, Shindoh and Hara [11] that the perturbed system

(X, S) ∈ F+, XS = μI. (2)

has a unique solution in F+, denoted by (Xμ, Sμ), for every μ > 0, and
limμ→0(Xμ, Sμ) exists and is a solution of (1). The set {(Xμ, Sμ) : μ > 0}
is called the central path associated with (1) and plays a fundamental role
in the development of interior point algorithms for solving SDP and SDCLP.
Using the square root X1/2, (2) can also be alternatively expressed in the
following symmetric form:

(X, S) ∈ F+, X1/2SX1/2 = μI (or, S1/2XS1/2 = μI).

The path-following algorithms studied in this paper are all based on the fol-
lowing centrality measures of a point for (X, S) ∈ F+ :

N(μ, γ) = {(X, S) ∈ F+ : ‖X1/2SX1/2 − μI‖ ≤ γμ.}
Path following algorithms for solving (1) are based on the idea of approximately
tracing the central path. Application of Newton method for computing the
solution of (2) with μ = μ̂ leads to the Newton search direction (Δ̂X, Δ̂S)
which solves the linear system

XΔ̂S + Δ̂XS = μ̂I − XS, (X + Δ̂X, S + Δ̂S) ∈ F . (3)

This system does not always have a solution. To overcome this bottleneck, if
we adapt the M-Z search directions to the monotone SDLCP, we can describe
it as a solution of the system of equations:

X−1/2(XΔS + ΔXS)X1/2 + X1/2(ΔSX + SΔX)X−1/2 = 2(μ̂I −X1/2SX1/2).
(4)

Here (X, S) ∈ F++ denotes an iterate and μ = X •S/n. It was shown in paper
[6] that the system (4) of equations above has the unique solution (ΔX, ΔS) ∈
Sn × Sn.
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Theorem 2.1 System (4) has a unique solution.

We let throughout this section that (X, S) ∈ F++ and that (ΔX, ΔS) is a
solution of system (4) with μ̂ = σμ for some μ > 0 and σ ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover,
we define for every α ∈ R,

X(α) ≡ X + αΔX, S(α) ≡ S + αΔS, (5)

μ(α) ≡ (1 − α + σα)μ. (6)

Lemma 2.2 For every α ∈ R, we have

X(α)S(α)−μ(α)I = (1−α)(XS−μI)+α(XS−σμI)+α(XΔS+ΔXS)+α2ΔXΔS.
(7)

Proof. Follows immediately from (5), (6) and (4) with μ̂ = σμ.
For a nonsingular matrix P ∈ Rn×n, consider the following operator HP :

Rn×n −→ Sn defined as

HP (M) ≡ 1

2
[PMP−1 + (PMP−1)T , ∀M ∈ Rn×n.

The operator HP has been used by Zhang [6] to characterize the central path
of SDP problems.

Lemma 2.3 Let (X, S) ∈ F++ be such that ‖X1/2SX1/2 − μI‖ ≤ μγ for
some γ ∈ [0, 1) and μ > 0. Suppose that (ΔX, ΔS) ∈ Sn×n × Sn×n is a
solution of (4) for W ∈ Rn×n, where W = σμI − X1/2SX1/2. Let δx =
μ‖X−1/2ΔXX−1/2‖F and δs = ‖X1/2ΔSX1/2‖F . Then,

δxδs ≤ 1

2
(δ2

x + δ2
s) ≤

‖W‖2
F

2(1 − γ)2
.

Proof. We let W = HX−1/2 [XΔS + ΔXS]. Using (4) and simple algebraic
manipulation, we can obtain

W = X1/2ΔSX1/2 + μX−1/2ΔXX−1/2 + 1
2
X−1/2ΔXX−1/2(X1/2SX1/2 − μI)

+1
2
(X1/2SX1/2 − μI)X−1/2ΔXX−1/2,

from which it follows that

‖W‖F ≥ ‖X1/2ΔSX1/2 + μX−1/2ΔXX−1/2‖F − ‖X1/2SX1/2 − μI‖‖X−1/2ΔXX−1/2‖F

≥ (‖X1/2ΔSX1/2‖2
F + μ2‖X−1/2ΔXX−1/2‖2

F )1/2 − γμδx/μ

≥
√

δ2
x + δ2

s − γδx

≥ (1 − γ)
√

δ2
x + δ2

s ,

where the second inequality follows from the assumption that ‖X1/2SX1/2 −
μI‖ ≤ μγ and the fact that (X−1/2ΔXX−1/2)•(X1/2ΔSX1/2) = ΔX•ΔS ≥ 0,
due to the monotonicity of F . The result now follows trivially from the last
inequality.
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Lemma 2.4 With the notations above, we have

‖HX−1/2[ΔXΔS]‖ ≤ nK2μ

2(1 − γ)2
.

Proof. Follows immediately the assumption that (X, S) ∈ N(μ, γ) and Lemma
2.3, we can obtain

‖HX−1/2 [ΔXΔS]‖ ≤ ‖X−1/2ΔXΔSX−1/2]‖ ≤ ‖X−1/2ΔXΔSX−1/2]‖F

≤ ‖X−1/2ΔXX−1/2‖F‖X1/2ΔSX1/2‖F

≤ ‖σμI−X1/2SX1/2‖2
F

2(1−γ)2μ
≤ n‖σμI−X1/2SX1/2‖2

2(1−γ)2μ

≤ nK2μ
2(1−γ)2

.

Hence, the relation holds.

3 The short-step path following algorithm

Algorithm-I
Let (X0, S0) ∈ F++ and μ0 = X0 • S0/n be such that (X0, S0) ∈ N(μ0, γ)

and set k = 0.
Repeat until μk ≤ εμ0, do
step1 Compute the solution (ΔXk, ΔSk) of system (4) with (X, S) =

(Xk, Sk) and μ̂ = σμk;
step2 compute α̃ = max{α ∈ (0, 1), (X(α), s(α)) ∈ N(μ(α), γ), ∀α ∈

(0, α̃)};
step3 Set (Xk+1, Sk+1) ≡ (Xk, Sk) + α̃(ΔXk, ΔSk);
End
By (6), we can obtain that the improvement of the objective value depends

on the size of α̂, so we wish to bound α̂ from below.

Theorem 3.1 Suppose that γ and σ are constants in (0, 1). Then, α̃ in
Algorithm-I satisfies

α̃ ≥ α̂ := min{1, γσμ

‖HX−1/2 [ΔXΔS]‖}. (8)

Proof. For α ∈ (0, α̃), we get HX−1/2(X(α)S(α)−μ(α)) = (1−α)HX−1/2(XS−
μI) + α2HX−1/2(ΔXΔS). Then

‖HX−1/2(X(α)S(α)− μ(α))]‖ ≤ ‖(1 − α)HX−1/2(XS − μI)‖ + α2‖HX−1/2(ΔXΔS)‖
≤ (1 − α)γμ + α2‖HX−1/2(ΔXΔS)‖
≤ (1 − α)γμ + αγσμ
= γμ(α).

Hence, we complete the proof.
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Theorem 3.2 Suppose that γ and σ are constants in (0, 1). Then, every
iterate (Xk, Sk) generated by Algorithm-I is in N(μk, γ) and satisfies

Xk • Sk ≤ [1 − 2σγ(1 − γ)2(1 − σ)

nK2
]k(X0 • S0). (9)

Moveover, Algorithm-I terminates in at most O(nlogε−1) iterations.

Proof. The proof that every iterate (Xk, Sk) is in N(μk, γ) and (9) follows
immediately from Theorem 3.1 and a simple argument.
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